
A DIY
Sock
Snowman



THINGS YOU NEED

a white sock (the bigger it is, the bigger the snowman),
a few colored buttons,
about 300 g of rice,
3 pins with heads (preferably two pins are black and one is red or 
orange),
white thread,
1 rubber band,
a ribbon, a colorful sock or a piece of colorful fabric (for a hat and a 
scarf for a snowman),
glue,
scissors.



1. Cut the sock between your toes and heel.

2. Turn the part of the heel sock inside out.

3. Tie one side of the sock very tightly with a thread and turn the 
sock inside out (sewing will not be visible).

4. Fill the sock with rice or other material.

5. When the sock is filled, tie the other side tightly to keep the filling 
in place.

6. Use the rubber band to divide the snowman into two parts, one of 
which will be bigger and the other smaller. 2 neat little balls should 
form.

MAKING OF THE 

SOCK SNOWMAN



FINISHING TOUCHES

1. Use the remainder of the sock (the toe portion of the sock) to 
create a hat by folding the fabric once or twice and putting it over 
the snowman's head . If the snowman is to be a decoration, you do 
not need to attach a hat. However, if it is to be a cuddly toy, you can 
attach it with a recipe, and then fold it up a little so that the rubber 
band is not visible. If the snowman is to be a decoration hanging on a 
Christmas tree, the hat can also be pinned on.

2. Now use two pins with black heads to make the snowman's eyes, 
and use the third orange or red pin to make a nose.



3. A scarf for a snowman 
can be made of an 
unnecessary coloured
sock or a ribbon. Cut a 
strip of fabric and tie it 
around the snowman's 
neck. The scarf will not 
only be a nice decoration 
and add charm to the 
snowman, but it will also 
hide the rubber band.

4. Glue or sew the 
buttons to the 
snowman's tummy. 


